
MEMBERSHIP AGREEMENT
Finance for Tomorrow’s objective is to make green and sustainable finance a key driving 
force in the development of the Paris Financial Center, in order to position it as the international 
hub on these issues. The development of green & sustainable finance should contribute to  
redirecting capital flows towards a low-carbon and inclusive economy, in accordance 
with the Paris Agreement and the UN’s Sustainable Development Objectives (SDGs). 

STRATEGIC FOCUS

  Supporting specific initiatives and projects launched by members and adding value to 
their green & sustainable investment and financing operations;

  Creating meeting places and synergies to boost the development of the Paris Financial 
Center ;

  Producing and, more generally, promoting and sharing relevant information for French 
green & sustainable finance players;

  Making Paris an international green & sustainable finance hub for financial sector 
players;

  Developing national and international partnerships to increase the impact of green & 
sustainable finance.

FINANCE FOR TOMORROW MEMBERSHIP INVOLVES
  Participating in a dynamic cooperative and collaborative Financial Center alongside 
other players campaigning for green & sustainable finance;

  Contributing to the roadmap, reflexions and actions implemented in France, Europe 
and internationally;

  Integrating a network of actively committed players from the French green & sustai-
nable finance network;

  Taking part in international actions and networking events;

  Benefiting from the national and international expansion of a committed Financial Cen-
ter and from brand visibility to promote actions more actively.

FINANCE FOR TOMORROW MEMBERS COMIT TO :

  Support Finance for Tomorrow and actively contribute, as a function of means and skills 
available, to the projects and to the outreach of the initiative within their own sphere of 
influence;

  Contribute to the reallocation of financing and investments, and promote the develop-
ment of innovative green & sustainable instruments, operations, vehicles and products;

  Promote R&D and innovation in the field of green & sustainable finance;

  Adopt a collaborative approach and contribute towards promoting the expertise of the 
Paris Financial Center’s players.
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